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**Aim:** To determine the prevalence of *Chlamydia pneumoniae* DNA in infrequently examined blood vessels.

**METHODS**

Vessels obtained from 15 men and six women at coronary artery bypass surgery were tested by a nested polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay for *C pneumoniae* DNA.

**RESULTS**

*Chlamydia pneumoniae* DNA was detected in four of six atheromatous ascending aorta specimens but in none of eight non-atheromatous aorta specimens, in six of 11 atheromatous internal mammary artery specimens but in none of seven non-atheromatous internal mammary artery specimens, in five of seven long saphenous vein specimens showing evidence of disease but in none of 12 specimens without evidence of disease, and in two of three previously grafted veins. Overall, *C pneumoniae* occurred significantly more often in diseased than in normal vessels (p = < 0.00001).

**Conclusions:** *Chlamydia pneumoniae* is often present in diseased areas of arteries, including the internal mammary arteries, and even in diseased areas of veins. It is not present in apparently healthy areas of either type of vessel.

*Chlamydia pneumoniae,* an obligately intracellular microorganism, commonly causes a spectrum of upper and lower respiratory tract diseases in humans. It was first associated with coronary heart disease on the basis of a serological study in Finland. Although this and further serological data that have accrued in the past 12 years have elicited general interest and dispute, the finding of *C pneumoniae* in the atheromatous lesions of coronary arteries eight years ago intensified interest in the association. Since then, the organisms have been detected by various techniques in the atheromatous lesions of various major arteries that have been examined in more than 30 studies, and of the various microorganisms that could be involved in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis, evidence for the role of *C pneumoniae* is relatively strong.

"*Chlamydia pneumoniae* was first associated with coronary heart disease on the basis of a serological study in Finland"

We have examined normal and abnormal portions of ascending aortas, internal mammary arteries, and long saphenous veins for the following reasons. First, overall, these vessels have been examined least frequently for *C pneumoniae,* although they may be obtained readily at coronary artery bypass surgery. Second, internal mammary arteries contain atheromatous lesions less often than many other arteries, so that obtaining normal tissue from them should be easy. Third, veins that are to be used in bypass surgery are not subject to atheromatous changes and yet some have been recorded as *C pneumoniae* positive.  

**RESULTS**

**Chlamydia pneumoniae** in arteries

Of 14 aortic specimens examined, six showed atheromatous lesions that histologically comprised infiltration of the intimal and muscle layers by chronic inflammatory cells, mainly lymphocytes; of these six specimens, four were PCR positive for *C pneumoniae*. In contrast, of eight specimens that showed no evidence of atheroma, that is without evidence of inflammatory cell infiltration, none was PCR positive. Similarly, of 18 internal mammary artery specimens examined, 11 showed atheromatous lesions histologically; of these 11, six were PCR positive for *C pneumoniae*. In contrast, of seven internal mammary artery specimens for which there was no evidence of atheroma, none was PCR positive. In total, 10 of 17 atheromatous artery specimens were PCR positive in contrast to none of 15 specimens without disease (Fisher’s exact test, two tailed: $p = 0.00035$). Advanced atheromatous lesions of the aorta and internal mammary artery were not seen, so that an association between the degree of atheroma and *C pneumoniae* positivity was not asssessable.
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Chlamydia pneumoniae in veins

Of 19 long saphenous vein specimens examined, seven showed sparse infiltration of the intimal and muscle layers by chronic inflammatory cells (fig 1); of these seven specimens, five were PCR positive for C pneumoniae. Intimal fibrosis was also seen in 11 of the 19 specimens and in all of the seven with inflammatory changes. Because infiltration and fibrosis were mild in all cases, it was not feasible to relate a degree of severity with C pneumoniae positivity. In contrast to inflamed tissues, of 12 specimens without evidence of infiltration histologically, none was PCR positive (Fisher’s exact test, two tailed: p = 0.002). Specimens of three failed grafting veins that had been removed all showed gross intimal and subintimal thickening; two of these were PCR positive for C pneumoniae.

When considering both arteries and veins, of the 27 specimens that had signs of disease histologically, 17 were PCR positive for C pneumoniae. In contrast, of the 27 specimens for which no signs of disease were apparent histologically, none was PCR positive (χ² test, p = < 0.00001).

DISCUSSION

We chose to use the PCR technique because of its sensitivity and specificity. We did not use immunocytochemistry because previous experience has shown that spurious staining can occur;10 11 and neither did we use electron microscopy, which we have used previously to demonstrate C pneumoniae in tissues,13 but which is insensitive as a means of detection. In addition, although serology is arguably of value in large scale studies as an epidemiological tool,14 15 in a small study it is not rewarding to attempt to relate C pneumoniae antibody titres to the PCR positivity of vessels.5 11

All of the three types of vessel from some subjects were C pneumoniae positive, whereas only a proportion or none from other subjects was positive. However, this is a spurious observation because examination of multiple sections of long segments of vessels would be required to make valid comparisons of positivity between vessels and between subjects. In reality, unlike the large amount of abdominal aortic tissue that may be obtained at the time of aneurysm repair, only thin slivers of ascending aorta were available for examination in our study. Despite this, a considerable proportion showed atheromatous changes histologically, of which two thirds were C pneumoniae positive by the PCR.

“Arteries that showed no signs of atheroma histologically were never C pneumoniae positive.”

Internal mammary artery specimens were examined by Wong et al,16 who found that two of five of these arteries that were being used for the first time in coronary artery bypass surgery were C pneumoniae positive by a PCR assay, and that four of 15 that were old grafts were positive also. Overall, 30% of the arteries were positive. Despite internal mammary arteries being favoured for coronary artery bypass surgery, about 60% of the specimens we examined showed atheromatous changes. Of all the internal mammary artery specimens, about a third were C pneumoniae positive, but of those that showed atheromatous changes just over a half were C pneumoniae positive. Arteries that showed no signs of atheroma histologically were never C pneumoniae positive. Our overall results are an endorsement of C pneumoniae being associated strongly with atheromatous lesions in arteries.

Wong et al found that 12% of saphenous vein specimens before grafting were C pneumoniae positive, whereas 38% of failed grafts were positive.17 Surprisingly, we found that, although no long saphenous vein specimen had an atheromatous appearance, more than a third of such specimens before grafting had evidence of disease in the form of focal chronic inflammatory cell infiltration. About a quarter of all the vein specimens were C pneumoniae positive but almost three quarters of the diseased specimens were C pneumoniae positive. A similar proportion of failed grafts were C pneumoniae positive also. In contrast, no specimen that was apparently infiltrate free histologically was C pneumoniae positive. Intimal fibrosis was also seen in veins, but is considered a “normal” age related change.18 The significance of the association of C pneumoniae with inflammatory lesions in veins, particularly in those before grafting, is unclear. Perhaps C pneumoniae positive lymphocytes (see below) are attracted to areas of inflammation that, for unknown reasons, already exist. On the other hand, there would certainly seem to be no a priori reason why C pneumoniae should not produce a vasculitis in these vessels, possibly as a consequence of reinfection, as suggested for other vasculitides.19 Interestingly, C pneumoniae IgG antibody titres of 256 or greater have been associated with deep vein thrombosis,20 although the association has been questioned.21 Nevertheless, the idea that C pneumoniae in veins might produce lesions, which sometimes aid thrombosis, is sufficiently plausible to deserve further consideration.

We assume that the source of C pneumoniae in the lesions (whether of arteries or veins) is C pneumoniae positive peripheral blood monocytes,22 which must have easy access to the lesions. It is interesting that internal mammary arteries are used for coronary artery bypass surgery because of their anatomical location and because they are considered to be relatively atheroma free. Of course, the same may be said in terms of disease for saphenous veins. Nevertheless, our results indicate that vessels used for bypass surgery, whether internal mammary artery or saphenous vein or both, are often C pneumoniae positive. This raises the intriguing question of whether those subjects who fail bypass surgery earliest are those who have been grafted with C pneumoniae positive vessels, a question based, of course, on the so far unconfirmed notion that C pneumoniae has a role in the development of atheromatous changes or atheromatous-like changes in veins.

Take home messages

- *Chlamydia pneumoniae* is often present in diseased areas of arteries and veins, although it is not present in apparently healthy areas of either type of vessel
- Vessels used for bypass surgery, whether internal mammary artery or saphenous vein or both, are often *C pneumoniae* positive
- It is possible that those subjects who fail bypass surgery earliest are those who have been grafted with *C pneumoniae* positive vessels

**Figure 1** Section of chlamydia positive long saphenous vein showing sparse focal lymphocytic infiltration of the muscle. Haematoxylin and eosin; original magnification, ×400.
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